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Endeavor is the leading global community of, by, and
for High-Impact Entrepreneurs — those who dream
bigger, scale faster, and pay it forward. Driven by our
belief that High-Impact Entrepreneurs transform
economies, we are on a mission to build thriving
entrepreneurial ecosystems in emerging and
underserved markets around the world.

Endeavor creates a Multiplier Effect by inspiring high-
growth founders to dream bigger, supporting and
investing in them to scale faster, and providing a
platform to pay it forward — thereby compounding their
individual impact.

Endeavor Miami was established in 2013 as the first
U.S. affiliate office of the global organization, Endeavor,
with the support of the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation. Since then Endeavor Miami has gone on to
become a driving force in Florida's entrepreneurial
ecosystem. 

About
Endeavor

Florida Ecosystem

https://endeavor.org/about-us/local-offices/


This year was also Endeavor Miami’s own inflection point in
our scaling up journey. Thanks to the support of our esteemed
Board of Directors, Endeavor Mentors, sponsors, strategic
partners, founders, and team members, we continue to
strengthen our impact to support a greater number of
entrepreneurs in years to come. 

In 2023, we will continue to transform Florida into a global
economic and innovation hub. We look forward to achieving
this together with you.

A letter from the 
Co-Chairs 
of the Board

Entrepreneurial communities
are powerful economic
catalysts that require time
and effort to grow
successfully. In 2019, we
launched our cohort
initiatives to support local
earlier-stage entrepreneurs
with the resources and strong
peer-to-peer community to

Dear Endeavor Network,

The holiday season inevitably makes one reminisce - to
reflect on what has come and gone, what is yet to come
and what to be thankful for. To that end, we would like to
take a moment to share our accomplishments with you, for
without your support, none of this would have been
possible. 

Endeavor Miami focuses on identifying and engaging
Florida’s top high-growth founders. These entrepreneurs
are committed to growing their companies - dreaming
bigger, scaling faster, and paying it forward. After nine
years in Florida, we are proud to support 25 companies led
by 37 Endeavor Entrepreneurs who generated over $800M
in annual revenues and employed over 5,000 individuals in
2022 alone. 

Ernest Bachrach
Co-chairman 

Andrés Moreno
Co-chairman 

become successful founders and
scale their businesses. Through
EndeavorLAB and Endeavor
ScaleUp, we have nurtured a
network of over 150 founders
who employ 1,590 individuals
and have generated $131M in
annual revenues. We expect the
next generation of high-impact
entrepreneurs to rise from
among these companies. 



149
Hours donated back to the
Endeavor Network

$800M+

5000+
Employment positions filled in
Florida in 2022

in Revenues generated by
Endeavor Entrepreneurs in 2022

25
Companies led by..

41
High-Impact Entrepreneurs

Endeavor Entrepreneurs are those who dream bigger,
scale faster, and pay it forward. In other words, they are
high-impact entrepreneurs that transform economies
around the world. 

High-Impact
Entrepreneurship 
at a Glance

Endeavor
Entrepreneurs

We support Endeavor Entrepreneurs with our expansive
global network, unrivaled peer-to-peer community, and
highly-curated services. 



EndeavorLAB, a cohort-based initiative to support
underrepresented founders in Florida in building a
foundation for scale.

Miami 
Cohort Initiatives

Endeavor ScaleUp, a four-month cohort-based
initiative that equips high-growth founders in
Florida with the network and resources to gain
clarity on their path to scale. 

In 2018, Endeavor Insight research identified that scale-
ups generate 80% of jobs in local economies. However,
99% of startups in Miami fail before reaching five years
of operation.

With this in mind, Endeavor Miami's cohort initiatives
launched in 2019 to catalyze the growth of earlier-stage
local companies. To serve entrepreneurs at two crucial
inflection points in their scaling up journey, the Miami
affiliate created:

Today, the 125 companies that have taken part in Endeavor
Miami's cohort initiatives employ 1,590 individuals and have
generated $131M in annual revenues.

In 2022, 15 companies took part in ScaleUp and 34
companies in EndeavorLAB, joining an alumni network of
over 125 high-growth businesses and counting. Upon
cohort completion, founders are welcomed into an alumni
community with whom they are encouraged to connect
with, and meet regularly with Endeavor staff to assess their
growth and eligibility for later-stage services offered by the
Miami affiliate.

EndeavorLAB,

Endeavor ScaleUp,



We successfully hosted
Endeavor's first Regional
Selection Panel. Endeavor
Entrepreneurs, mentors,
board members, and staff
from across the U.S.
gathered in Miami to
select the next generation
of Endeavor Entrepreneur
candidates. 

Keeping up with the momentum of the year, the Endeavor
US offices held their first US retreat hosted by Endeavor
Colorado. Endeavor Entrepreneurs and Staff alike were
invited to participate in engaging activities that promoted
professional growth and strengthened connections. 

Strengthening our
Community

With the influx of capital and general excitement of the
entrepreneurial ecosystem in Florida, several Endeavor
Entrepreneurs from around the globe made Miami their
new home. 

Entrepreneurs then moved on to the next stage of our
selection process, the International Selection Panel.

We took a moment to
connect them to our local
Endeavor  Entrepreneurs
at a lovely evening dinner
hosted by Adolfo Babatz,
an Endeavor Entrepreneur
from Mexico and  Founder
of Clip. 

In 2023, we will strengthen the
connections between our global
community across Endeavor
offices with more exciting and
memorable events. This year,
Endeavor celebrated its 25th
anniversary with a special Gala,
a unique feature on the Nasdaq
Billboard in Times Square, and a
toast to two and a half decades
of the Multiplier effect! 



Endeavor Mentors embody what it means to pay it
forward. These individuals donate their time and share
their knowledge with entrepreneurs to help them scale
their companies and achieve the next stage of growth.

Highlighting our
Endeavor Mentors

500+
Hours donated back to the
Endeavor Miami Network

Endeavor Mentors are vital to the Endeavor Entrepreneur
selection process, deciding whether entrepreneurs are
ready to join the global Endeavor Network. Mentors also
participate in our cohort initiatives as speakers and as
panelists.



Endeavor Miami's partners have been an invaluable part
of our efforts. Shown below are the organizations that
have been supporting us this year in developing 
 Florida's entrepreneurial ecosystem. 

Spotlighting our 
Partners



A letter from our
Managing Director

Dear Endeavor Network, 
 
As we close 2022, I invite you to take a moment and
cherish all we have accomplished together. Despite
tough challenges, market shifts, and constant changes,
we experienced unprecedented growth. This year we
built a strong foundation for Endeavor Miami to continue
growing in the years to come, but none of it could have
been done without your belief in our mission nor your
support of our network.  

I have seen how our local entrepreneurial community
has grown into a robust innovation hub over the years. It
is exciting to see the positive energy and camaraderie
amongst the entrepreneurial community. This vibrance
is contagious and has attracted dozens more high-
growth entrepreneurs from across the world to select
Miami as their home. We are excited to keep up the
momentum from this year and beyond.

Claudia Durán
Managing Director, 

Endeavor Miami 

Economic uncertainty awaits us in 2023. However, at
Endeavor, we believe that “when economies turn down,
entrepreneurs turn up, and Endeavor shows up.” We will
remain a constant source of strength to our founders and
look forward to having your support in doing so - through
mentorships, partnerships, board meetings, demo days,
happy hours, group workshops, and much more. Thank you
again to all of you for your support, we cannot wait to
continue advancing Florida’s greater entrepreneurial
community in 2023!



"Sustainable economies are dependent
on high-impact entrepreneurship. 
What Endeavor does better than any
other organization is to create entire
cultures of entrepreneurship that
spread within and between countries."

REID HOFFMAN
Co-Founder, LinkedIn and Partner, Greylock

Endeavor Global Board Member
Endeavor Catalyst Chairman


